
The Bureau is about to start its first school classes. 
are to begin w~k with small children from 1 to 3 years and with 
olds, omitting the intervening years because they are covered by 
Play School. As this is a new aspect of our a~tempt to build up 
laboratory s-chool, perhaps it i s well to remi nd ourselves of the 
by which we have arrived at this stage and of the way the future 
looks to us from this present point. 
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We are attempting to make an unbiased, scientific study of 
chil dren--their nature and their growtli--and to work out an environment 
for them according to our findings. This, I take it, is what we mean 
by a laboratory school. B»th the soientific data assembled through our 
research and the practi·cal experience we gain through our experiments 
within the school we wish to make immediately available to other worR
ers i n the field and to the general public. Furthermore, we think of 
all our work ultimately in its relation to public education. We wish 
to keep constantly in mind and to be ready to attack whenev&r there 
seems to be a real opening, those unsolved social and administrative 
problems of the public schools which vrill need attacking befJre any
thing we may work out in our laboratorJ school can be made effective 
in a public school. 

This conception of an experimental laboratory school ultimate
ly functioning for and through the public school is and always has been 
our conception of the Bureau. Up to this point we have limited our 
actual work to three aspects ·of our general undertaking. First, we have 
tried to build up a staff of specialists both in order t ·o learn more 
about children through their researches and in order to see how far 
and in what vmys specialists could be used in the tmmediate and practi
cal problems of a school. Second, we have tried through our Department 
of Information and through our surveys and our publications to make 
available the results of our own work and to serve as a clearing house 
for information upon educational experiments. And third we have tried 
certain isolated or "spot" experiments such ars nutrition and work with 

_ ,~~ ____ . families designed to study special problems. 

All this work .we feel is to the good. It has given us the 
sense that the Bureau is evolving into a faculv.f, at present having toe)-' 
few teachers which lea-gee it ovei•weighted with specialists and people 
whose direct approach to Children has been the physica~ and social. 
It has pointed us the way to our next practical step a~d we believ& 
equipped us to take it. I am not now thinking merely of the concrete 
findings of our work which should make us more intelligent about speci&l 
problems or schools in general. I am thinking o£ the difficulties and 
discussions of the past years \~ich I honestly believe have brought the 
group to something like a common platform in the matter of educational 
principlesand the consequent school procedure as nothing else could 
have done. I believe the group- is not only in essential agreement; I 
think it is articulate as never before. I ::; believe it is novv safe for 
the Eureau to start the sChool classes whiCh it plans. 

Moreover I believe it is only through the responsibilities 
and privileges of our own school that we can ever bring any of our work, 
even of the typewe ha.ve .alrea<lj' tried, through to a. satisfactory 
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standard. Our "spot" experiences do not have a real chance to show 
their educational possibilities in an alien atmosphere as, for instance, 
in a pablic school, where ours is the only exper~enta.l approaCh to 
children. Our speqialists are necessarily hampered if they work in a 

,_ ,__ school in which they are not really a part. Our belie~s do not carr-J 
conviction--perhaps not even to ourselves--unless they are tr.ied out 
under the actual working conditions of a school. For all these reasons 
and as many more the Bureau :ra.s determined on it& present program of 
starting a nurser.f group and an 8 y~ar-old class. These two groups with · 
the intervening group of Play School children we ~hink of as being 
essentially one continuous laboratory school, ~ough the different age 
periods may continue under the direction of different people,. ·ile look 
forward to carrying the children up to High School and possibly beyond. 
Our staff of specialists will cooperate with all three groups. They 
will be made a part of our school faculty and the school facul-ty, inclua 
ing teachers and specialists, will in sane way be made a. part of the 
Working Council. 

Our general staff next year will consist of five specialists 
a psychologist, a physician, a socialt.•rker, a nutrition specialist, 
and a recorder-all on full t~e except the doctor who will be on half 
time. They have all worked with us in some way this year. To this 
group will be added a staff secretary who through facilitating the 
executive work for the staff and through making special studies for 
the various members will greatly ai d in making their joint task intelli
gible and effective. 

I have said that I thought the present Bureau group~ had 
achieved so~e measure of unity and articulateness. It may be reckless 
to put this to the test by attempting to state what I understand to be 
the educational principles upon which we have agreed and upon which we 
propose to build our laborator.f school. But I ~ minded to do so. I 
believe it is anly through the explicit· understanding of these und-er
lying and guiding principles that we can understand the meaning of t he 
work we are beginning with children. The statements are general be
cause they apply to all work with Children irrespective of age. They 
underlie and explain the particular environments whiah we have worked 
out for our two groups. What g i ves me confidence that as a group we 
are in fundamental agreement is not merely that we agree on the general 
statements-for most so- called "progressive schools" vrould subscribe to 
them-but that these principles suggest to us the same kind -of a school 
set-1ip. So often when \'Te examine the school procedure of schools pro
fessin@ such principles, we feel it is not a consistent and t horough
going expression of the principles. 

In general,then, I should S~.f that we think of a school as 
a place planned from the point of view of the children's growth. We 
should call a school environment "good" if it pen;itted a. child ·to 
expand in accordance with what we know of the laws of growth, whether 
physical, mental, emotional, or social. And we should call an environ
ment"ba.d" if it did not give scope for ·such natural expansion or 
forced him i nto lines of development not dictated by his own needs. Our 
school environment, by whiCh we mean all the in£luences which the s-chool 
brings to bear upon the children--school equipment, trips, teachers, 
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the other children--our school environment resolves itself, conaequebt
ly, into our beliefs about how children grow. 

Physical ~rovrth: 

Along strictly physical linea we feel there is a big field 
for study. We hope that our physician and nutrition worker will to
gether work out a health program baaed upon the general principles of 
hygiene which will include more aspects of a child's physical life and 
at the same time be educational rather than prescriptive. We hope the 
program will include aside from our continued work on nutr-ition some 

I / 
attention to posture and its consequences, and the development of the 
large muscles in the younger children. Bu·t above all we hope we may 
make progress in translating our knowl·edge of physical laws into edu
cational ter.ms. The medical worl has done almost nothing along this 
line. The scho·ol has done little more. The world has seemed content 
in matters of health to d~witft ) children. But we think that knowledge 
and control of their O\v.n bodies must come to children as does other 
knowledge through experiencing- and experimenting. 

. Mental and Emotional Gro1~h: 

We believe Children grow through experiencing and therefore 
the school should ~umish the children with real and first-hand ex
periences relating- to and interpreting the world ~ediately around 
them. We also believe that emotional satisfaction and health is ob
tained only through self-expression. Therefore, the school should 
furnish the children ample oppo1·tuni·ty for free expression. What this 
means in terms of concrete experiences an~ opportunity for ·expression 
for 8 year-olds is coo1paratively clear to us.~ To work out a program 
of activities for the babies on these lines i-s the chief object of our 
nursery school. To make a thorough-going and scientific attack upon 
the study of Children we feel we must begin as early as possible. It 
is highly probable that a study of babies and their environmental· set-up 
would give us new insight into the nature of children and the way they 
grow which would modify our procedure with much older children. By the 
time the children reach the Play School at 3 years of age, thei·r physi
cal, mental, and emotional habits are pretty f 1r.mly established. How 
modifiable are they? What forces have produced them? How far are they 
a natural growth and ·how far an imposed? We hope to make a beginning 
at answering these vital questions concerning mental and emotional 
growths through our work in the nursery school. 

Social Growth: 

We regard education as essentially socialf to give the 
children opportunity for experimenting in social terms s-o, that they 
may ~r·rork out their social adjustments underlies all our work with 
Children. Of course, "social technique" is present only in a ve~3 
rudimentary form in a baby. But from the moment consciousness of 
another person appears, a child becomes a social being and begins to 
:( 
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make his adjustments. By the · tirne he has reached eight years, he has 
little if any life wi-thout ~ social aspect. In general, I think we 
feel that social growth lil<:e physical, mental·, and emotional depends 
upon full experiencing and free expression of that experience. 

~1hat experiences will be given to them, the children will in 
a large measure determine for themselves through their inquiries:Prom 
the beginning the aim will be to raise inquiries in the children and 
give them the opportunity to ansYrer them. Experimentation is the basis 

•· 

of scientific knovrledge. It is a child' a natural method and should nevev' "" 
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be denied him. In general we feel that the three groups of children • 
we shall be co-nnected with represent roughly three age periods. The 
babies' inquiries seem to be largely into their own muscular and sensor~ 
equipment. Their satisfaction cames in terms of muscular and sensor3 
experiences. The experiences which the school offers them and the 
means for self-expression should consequently be in these terms. 

~ e,-... . 
The Play School children--that is from three tGY~seven--are 

raising inquiries about the world Shat is buzzing about them. The 
younger children of this group have a wider range of inquirie-s than 
their own muscles and senses. Nevertheless they have not yet separated 
themselves with complete sharpness from the objective wo.rld. At any 
rate their chief interests are still centered in big moving things and 
gross sensor~ experiences with which they to a certain extent identify 
th~aselves. That is, an engine to a 3 year-old is a kind of extension 
of himself. - He thinks "engine" in terms of his oVJn muscles. Behavior
ists tell us that this is true of us all. But with adults ~he muscu
lar expression of thought is so attenuated as to be unobservable while 
the 3 year-old still thinks in gross sensory expression or with his 
big muscles, so to speak. The sense of the objectiv e world grows 
stronger from the younger to the older children in the groups and their 
muscular and senso~3 expression grows correspondingly finer. In this 
early stage their chief expression is through constructive play in whiCh 
obviously they do not discriminate between !ihe world of their thoughts 
and the world of objective reality. It is on this basis that the Play 
School has worked out a program of ·experiences for its Children both 
through trips and within the classroom. And it has vrorked out its equil' 
ment in the belief that these agles find their satisfying expression 
through constructive play. 

As the children groYT older they more and more differentiate 
themselves ~oth fro.m things and from other people. They make finer 
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discriminations until objective standards of workmanship and social 
values develop. This transition period seems to come in the neighbor
hood of 7 or a.. Satiafaction in play passes over irnto satisfaction in 
work, in participation of adult activities, in te~ique in and for 
itsel-f. About the same time the children became hll.g~y sensitive to 
socia~plications. Practically they wish ~ore direction as they 
acquire standards ,.,h-i ch they are not equipped to live up to alone. The 
so-called "tool subj acts" become of interest. We shall try to pl·an our 

/
/ program for our 8-year-old group to fit in wi-th their growth period. 
, Their experiences and activities will be largely in terrus of practical 

\ 

work. The opportunity for self-expression if it is to satisfy this 
age, will have to be richer in technical and social possibilities than 
ever before. 
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The tas~ of deter.mining what experiences are consistent with 
each growth period and what school set-up gives each age scope for 
satisfying self-expression,- this task we regard as essentially a joint 
one. Each specialist on our staff brings to bear special knowledge 
about children. To utilize all these individual contributions, to help 
the teachers to mould them into a consistent attack on their problem,
this is the Bureau task; teachers, specialists and each member of the 
Working Council has a share in the work. 
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